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 ???? awesome, hack russian generals in, so its quite useful. This doesn't have an advanced option like in Cheat Engine. But, the code is there. In the text version, you can have a prompt for a number (e.g., "Enter 10 for level 10") and that will be used. I've tried reading through it, but I just don't get it. Any help? ~~~ joelhaus Thanks for the info. I've never used it, but I've seen the instructions on their
site so I'm curious how it's different. I'll give it a try... ------ friism Great game, and good choices of features in the (very limited) list: \- you can edit your map, making your own world \- you can view your own stuff over the network, and modify other people's maps \- it supports varying degrees of AI control, so you can make human-like "master" bots if you want \- the editor lets you download other
people's maps for analysis, and even make your own \- it supports a lot of different formats (text, rtf, txt, png, jpeg, jpg, etc.) The one thing I wish it did was a text editor, for modifications to files (or export/import, etc.). Although you can export maps in any of the format listed above, it's not necessarily the format you want to work in. st3fan Great game. I tried to download it and create a map from
the editor. The editor will not work if you don't have sufficient permissions to access your local file system on your computer. kirse I've played with it a little bit, but from what I can tell the only way to save your progress is to install ZoneFile (available on the ZoneFiles website too) and add your own save file directory. Although their tutorial suggests you can export a map into any number of various

formats, ZoneFile looks like it's just a UI wrapper for the original Zed-like code of editing files on your system. But I 82157476af
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